
 

 

 
 
 

Notice of Reserve Trust Manager Meeting 
 

 
A Reserve Trust Manager Meeting will be held in the Ballina Shire Council Chambers, 40 
Tamar Street, Ballina on Thursday 22 February 2018 commencing at 12 noon. 

 
 
Business 
 
1. Apologies 
2. Declarations of Interest 
3. Confirmation of Minutes 
4. Deputations 
5. Committee Reports 
 
 

 
Paul Hickey 
General Manager 
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1. Apologies  

 
 

2. Declarations of Interest 

 
 

3. Confirmation of Minutes  

A copy of the Minutes of the Reserve Trust Meeting of Ballina Shire Council 
held on Thursday 25 January 2018 were distributed with the business paper. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Reserve Trust confirms the Minutes of the Reserve Trust Meeting of 
Ballina Shire Council held on Thursday 25 January 2018. 

 

4. Deputations  
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5. Committee Reports 

5.1 Use of Council Seal 
 
      
 

RECOMMENDATION 

That Council, as Reserve Trust Manager for the Ballina Saunders Park 
Reserve Trust (R83963), affix the Common Seal in relation to the following 
document: 
 
Licence agreement for part lot 4 DP 1153430 (Cnr Clarence and Swift 
Streets, Ballina), between the Ballina Saunders Park Reserve Trust and 
The Ballina Community Gardens Inc, at a nominal licence fee, for the 
period 27 August 2017 to 26 August 2018. 
 
Explanation  
 
The Ballina Community Garden has been operating from this location since 
2011 authorised by temporary licences.  Temporary licences have been 
utilised whilst the garden has been in the establishment phase.  
 
Although the garden is now well established on the site, including various 
site improvements and facilities, a 12 month temporary licence is proposed 
again until the new Crown Lands Act becomes operational (expected 
during 2018). 

 

 

Attachment(s) 

Nil  
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5.2 Markets on Public Land - Produce Stall Missingham Park 
 
Delivery Program Strategic Planning 

Objective To seek direction on the continued operation of a 
single produce stall adjacent to the Missingham Park 
car park. 

      
 

Background 

In February 2017 Council, in its capacity as Reserve Trust Manager for 
Commemoration Park and Missingham Park, considered the operation of 
markets on the reserves.  

The Trust’s considerations included licensing arrangements for the Ballina 
Farmers Market and a single market (or produce stall) operated by A & J 
Smith.  
 
Ultimately, the Trust resolved to issue licences permitting both operators to 
trade as follows (Minute No. RT230217/2): 
 
1. That the Trust authorises the General Manager to negotiate with Mr 

Burless regarding the operation of the Ballina Farmers Market on 
Commemoration Park for a period of three years, consistent with the 
sentiments expressed in this report.  

2. That a temporary licence be granted to Mr and Mrs Smith to operate a 
single market stall on Saturday mornings at the refurbished 
Missingham Park carpark site for a period of twelve months. 

3. That no market activities or stalls, aside from those authorised under 
points 1 and 2 and where food or produce is to be sold as part of an 
approved event or festival, be authorised in the Missingham Park and 
Commemoration Park locality for a period of three years or the Ballina 
Farmers Market ceases to operate on the land.  

4. Once negotiations are complete, that Council authorises the Council 
seal to be attached to the licences. 

In response to this resolution the Ballina Farmers Market was granted a 
licence to operate at Commemoration Park on Sundays and Mr and Mrs Smith 
were granted a 12 month licence to operate a single market stall adjacent to 
the Missingham Park car park.  
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The location of the subject land is shown in Figure 1 as follows. 

 
Figure 1: Site Locality Commemoration Park and Missingham Park Car 

Park Ballina 

The Trust has recently received a market application from Mr and Mrs Smith 
to continue the operation of their produce stall at the Missingham Park site.  
However, staff have interpreted point three of the resolution to mean that no 
further licence is to be issued at the expiry of the current licence.  

This report seeks direction from the Trust in relation to the Smith’s application.  
 
Key Issues 

• Framework for market operation 
• Use of public land 
• Economic development opportunities 
 
Information 

In March 2017, a temporary licence was granted to the Smiths to operate a 
single produce stall at Missingham Park on Saturday mornings for a period of 
twelve months. This licence expires on 3 March 2018.  
 
The Trust has received a new market application from the Smiths to enable 
operation of their produce stall to continue for a further 12 months.  The 
proposal involves operation of the produce stall (sale of fruit and vegetables) 
at the Missingham Park car park site between 5.30 am and 11.30 am on 
Saturdays. 
 
A copy of the covering letter submitted by Mr and Mrs Smith with their market 
application is contained in Attachment 1.   
 
The letter outlines the rationale for seeking a further licence to operate at the 
Missingham Park car park site.  
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The original issue of a temporary 12 month licence in 2017 was considered to 
be a transitional arrangement that allowed the Smiths to find another outlet for 
their produce. 
 
The issuing of a new licence for the operation of a single market stall at 
Missingham Park is considered to be counter to the previous resolution of the 
Trust.   
 
This previous resolution specified that the Smiths were to be provided a 
temporary market licence for 12 months and that following this period no 
market activities or stalls (aside from those where food or produce is to be 
sold as part of an approved event or festival), would be able to operate in the 
Missingham Park and Commemoration Park locality for a period of three years 
or the Ballina Farmers Market ceases to operate on the land. 
 
It is understood that the licensee of Ballina Farmers Market intends to 
continue to operate at the Commemoration Park locality for the duration of the 
tenure granted by the Trust (that is until 2020). 
 
Issuing another 12 month licence for a single farm produce stall in the same 
vicinity as the Ballina Farmers Market (albeit on a different day) will continue 
to raise a number of social and economic issues that have been outlined 
previously to the Trust.   
 
A produce stall at Missingham Park could be seen as splitting the market over 
two sites and create a situation that adversely impacts the long term potential 
for a comprehensive farmers market in Ballina.   
 
Continuation of an approach that allows the Smiths to operate a single 
produce stall outside a designated market may encourage other stallholders 
to consider a similar approach for Missingham Park and other sites around the 
shire. This may then create a situation that is more difficult to resolve with a 
greater impact on Council resources and cause fragmentation in market 
activities. 
 
There are also potential adverse economic impacts to the ongoing viability of 
the established Ballina Farmers Market. There is a risk that the Ballina 
Farmers Market may not be attractive to an external operator if there is a split 
in the customer base, particularly in the event that other market stallholders 
follow a similar approach to the Smiths.  
 
Encouragement of a longer term arrangement for the Smiths or other traders 
to set up market stalls on weekends in the vicinity of the Missingham Park or 
Commemoration Park is not recommended, particularly due to the potential for 
such an approach to ultimately undermine the establishment of a long term 
farmers market in Ballina (of a nature similar to the farmers markets in other 
North Coast towns and villages). 
 
Fundamentally, there is presently an opportunity to consolidate the market 
operation in this locality that has been difficult to achieve in the past.  
 
Provision of one farmers market licence in the Commemoration Park and 
Missingham Park area in line with the Trust’s February 2017 decision will 
encourage a single comprehensive and growing farmers market in the locality. 
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Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

From a legal perspective, it is open to Council as Trust Manager to support or 
decline the market application.  Notwithstanding, parties affected by the 
Trust’s decision may seek to pursue a legal recourse. 
 
With respect to finances, the current fee paid by the Smiths of $320 per 
quarter for the use of the Missingham Park site would no longer be received if 
the stall no longer operates.  
 
If the Trust chooses to enable the continued operation of the produce stall, it 
will require the preparation of a licence. This work can be accommodated 
within existing resources. 
 
Consultation 

No community engagement has been undertaken in relation to the market 
application made by A & J Smith. 
 
No submissions aside from the market application have been received. 
 
Options 

1. Issue a new licence to the Smiths to operate their produce stall at 
Missingham Park for a further 12 months. 
 
This option is not recommended as it is inconsistent with the previous 
resolution of the Trust.  Issuing a further licence to the Smiths creates a 
situation where there is uncertainity and confusion about market 
operation in the Missingham Park and Commemoration Park locality.  
 
In the event that the Trust wishes to grant a licence, this can be done 
under prior licence terms in a manner consistent with Council’s Markets 
on Public Land Policy. No significant physical constraints have been 
identified as a basis for declining the issue of a licence.  
 

2. Do not issue a new licence to the Smiths to operate their produce stall at 
Missingham Park. 
 
This option is recommended as it is consistent with the previous 
resolution of the Trust and supports the consolidation of a growing, 
diverse and externally managed farmers market operation that has been 
difficult to achieve in the shire in the past. 
 

3. Defer the matter. 
 
The Trust may defer consideration of the matter to seek additional 
information.  Such information could be obtained through a briefing. 
 
Given the historical circumstances associated with this matter and the 
previous decision of the Trust, deferral is not recommended. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

That the Trust declines the grant of a new licence to A & J Smith for the 
operation of a single produce stall at Missingham Park as there is a viable 
alternative option available to operate at the Commemoration Park market. 
 

 

Attachment(s) 

1. Cover Letter - A & J Smith - Market Application Missingham Park Car 
Park  
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5.3 Crown Land Tenure Renewals 
 
Delivery Program Strategic Planning 

Objective To seek direction on the approach to managing tenure 
for occupants of buildings on Crown Land where 
tenure is due to expire in 2018. 

      
 

Background 

Ballina Shire Council is the appointed Reserve Trust Manager for several 
properties within the Ballina Shire which are Crown Land for the purposes of 
the Crown Lands Act 1989.  The management of this land includes 
responsibility for the occupation and use of land and buildings by various 
groups.  This includes management of tenure. 
 
A number of leases for the use and occupation of Crown Land properties are 
due for review and renewal in March 2018.  Review and renewal of these 
leases needs to be considered in relation to the NSW Government’s reforms 
for Crown Land management under the new Crown Land Management Act 
2016.   
 
In May 2017 a Councillor briefing was conducted to advise the Reserve Trusts 
about proposed changes in the management of Crown Land which will result 
from the implementation of the Crown Land Management Act 2016.  It is 
expected this Act will become operational between March and June 2018. 
 
The purpose of this report is to notify the Trusts of the upcoming leases which 
are due for renewal under the Crown Lands Act 1989 and seek direction from 
the Trusts in relation to the management of these tenure arrangements.   
 
Key Issues 

• Appropriate management of Crown assets 
• Appropriate management of public recreation facilities 
• Community expectations 
 
Information 

Table 1 provides a list of Crown Land properties where the leases in place are 
due to expire in March 2018. 
 
Table 1:  Crown Land Properties – Leases Expiring in March 2018 

Item No. Trust Occupant Current Tenure 

1 
 

Lennox Head 
Kindergarten Reserve 
Trust (R97839) 

Lennox Head 
Community Pre 
School 

Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

2 
 

Lumley Park Reserve 
Trust (R57670) 

Alstonville Tennis Club Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 
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Item No. Trust Occupant Current Tenure 

3 
 

Ballina Saunders Park 
Reserve Trust 
(R83963) 

Fripp Oval Sports Club Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

4 
 

Ballina Saunders Park 
Reserve Trust 
(R83963) 

Ballina Sports Club 
Incorporated 

Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

5 
 

Ballina Shaws Bay 
Reserve Trust 
(R88004) 

Marina Rescue NSW Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

6 
 

Ballina Kingsford 
Smith Reserve Trust 
(R82164) 

Ballina Netball 
Association 

Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

7 
 

Ballina (R97786) 
Reserve Trust 

Ballina Naval & 
Maritime Museum 

Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

8 
 

Ballina (R97786) 
Reserve Trust 

Richmond-Tweed 
Historical Society 
Incorporated 

Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

9 
 

Ballina Clement Park 
Reserve Trust 
(D540004) 

Ballina Tennis Club Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

10 
 

Ballina Regatta Park 
Reserve Trust 
(R87280) 

Richmond River 
Sailing and Rowing 
Club Incorporated 

Three year lease at 
statutory minimum 
rental. 

 
In accordance with Council’s Community Leasing and Licensing Policy the 
community groups currently occupying the properties in Table 1 would 
typically be offered a lease renewal of three years, subject to various 
requirements within the policy.   
 
As at the date of writing this report, there are no issues which would prevent a 
tenure renewal being offered.   
 
However, given the expiration date for the existing leases, it appears that 
tenure renewal is due to occur around the same time as the commencement 
of the new Crown Land Management Act 2016.   
 
Essentially, the commencement of the new Act will enable Council to manage 
Crown Land under the provisions of the Local Government Act 1993.   
 
This offers the potential for a much quicker and more streamlined process, as 
it is expected that Council will be able to offer tenure renewals and execute 
tenure documents without the need to liaise with the Department of Industry or 
the Minister for Crown Land.  
 
The difficulty with the proposed commencement date for the new Act means 
that if the Trust resolves to grant tenure renewals now, staff will need to seek 
consent of the Minister for Crown Land to the proposed renewal (including 
providing extensive property history which can include development history, 
tenure history and investigations in relation to matters occurring under the 
Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983 and the Native Title Act 1993). 
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Staff would also need to prepare tenure documents and forward them to the 
Department of Industry for in principle support of the Minister, arrange for 
execution of the documents by the occupant, execute the documents on 
behalf of the relevant Trust, then forward to the Minister for execution and 
return to the Trust.   
 
This process has generally taken in excess of six months, but recent 
communications with the Department of Industry have seen delays of up to 
one year in receiving in principle support from the Minister.  
 
Given that tenure renewals are due in one month’s time, it is suggested that 
the most efficient process is to place all of the leases listed in Table 1 into a 
holding over period for 12 months to allow for the commencement of the new 
Act.  Once the new Act commences, new tenure documents would be 
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the new Act.   
 
To ensure that the tenure arrangements do not remain in holding over for an 
undefined period, the recommendation of this report provides for tenure to be 
renewed once the new Crown Lands Act commences or after 12 months. 
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

Council as Reserve Trust Manager is obliged to ensure current tenure for the 
occupation of Crown Land.  The use of the holding over period provided for by 
the existing leases will ensure lawful occupation of the properties, and 
continue all rights and obligations of the occupants.   
 
There are no adverse resource or financial impacts associated with the 
suggested course of action.  It is anticipated that the tenure renewal process 
will be less onerous and less time consuming once the new Act comes into 
effect. 
 
As all of the properties are those used for public recreation and associated 
activities, these premises are highly valued by the community.  The lessees 
are all not for profit incorporated community groups.  General feedback from 
these groups associated with managing the properties indicates that the 
occupants are supportive of reductions in red tape in relation to their 
occupation of these facilities.  
 
There are no economic impacts to the Trusts or the occupants of the facilities 
by placing the leases into a holding over period.   
 
Consultation 

To date, minimal formal consultation has occurred with occupants of the 
facilities.  Should the Trust resolve to utilise the holding over period, all 
occupants will be formally advised of the Trust’s resolution and the expected 
time frame and process for the tenure renewals thereafter.   
 
It is not anticipated that the suggested approach will cause any significant 
difficulties or impacts for the occupants.  However, should there be a pressing 
need for a new tenure prior to the commencement of the new Act, then these 
matters can be report to the applicable Trust on an “as needs” basis.   
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Options 

1. Place properties 1 – 10 listed in Table 1 into a holding over period under 
their existing tenure agreements for a period of 12 months, or until the 
commencement of the Crown Land Management Act 2016.   
 
This is the recommended approach on the basis of achieving efficiency in 
the tenure renewal process and that no significant impacts are anticipated 
for user groups. 
 
Under this approach tenure renewals will be placed on hold for the period 
specified, with occupants subject to the conditions of their current tenure 
agreements during this time. 

 
2. Require tenure renewal under the Crown Lands Act 1989.   

 
Given the pending commencement of the new Crown Lands Act and the 
time frames noted in this report associated with tenure on Crown Land, 
this approach is not recommended. 

 
3. Decline to renew existing tenure agreements and seek expressions of 

interest from the current and any other interested community groups.   
 
This is not recommended as there are no significant reasons currently 
known to the Trusts that would warrant a change in occupancy for the 
properties the subject of this report. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

That the Trusts place the properties listed in Table 1 of this report into a 
holding over period under existing tenure agreements for a period of 12 
months or until the Crown Land Management Act 2016 commences 
operation. 

 

Attachment(s) 

Nil 
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5.4 Discovery Holiday Park - Proposed Lease 
 
Delivery Program Strategic Planning 

Objective To seek direction from the Trust in relation to tenure 
arrangements associated with the Discovery Holiday 
Park (former Lakeside Caravan Park). 

      
 

Background 

Ballina Shire Council is the appointed Reserve Trust Manager for public 
reserve R88004 at Shaws Bay (adjacent to Fenwick Drive).  As Trust 
Manager, Council has the day to day management and responsibility for the 
Reserve. 
 
In recent times, Council has adopted, and been successful in obtaining grant 
funding to embellish the reserve and attend to works to improve the amenity of 
the reserve and enhance the environmental and water quality of Shaws Bay.   
 
Part of the reserve is occupied by the Discovery Holiday Park (formerly the 
Lakeside Holiday Park).   
 
With respect to the use of the land by the Discovery Holiday Park, the Trust 
previously resolved in 2014 to require the caravan park to remove the 
encroachment and contain its operations to its own property boundaries 
[Minute No. RT080414/1].   
 
However, the Minister for Crown Land granted a licence to the then owners of 
the caravan park (Danepond Pty Ltd) directly, in contrast to the resolution of 
the Trust.  This licence enabled the caravan park to continue its operations, 
leaving the encroachments in place.   
 
As Council is the manager, rather than the owner of this reserve, there was no 
remedy available to the Trust or Council to appeal or object to the granting of 
this licence.  
 
Council did request the commercial proceeds generated by this licence to be 
directed to the Trust to offset the cost of the proposed embellishment and 
environmental works, however, the Minister declined to redirect these 
proceeds.   
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The area previously licensed to (then) Danepond Pty Ltd is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Licence Area – Lakeside Holiday Park (Danepond) 
 
In or about March 2016, the caravan park was purchased by Discovery Parks 
who have now sought to transfer the licence into their name.   
 
As noted in the report addressing tenure in this agenda, the new Crown Land 
Management Act 2016 is due to become operational in 2018.  Given this, the 
Department of Industry has declined to transfer the licence from Danepond to 
Discovery Parks, and have advised Discovery Parks to forward their request 
to the Trust for consideration.   
 
Having received a request from Discovery Parks for the Trust to provide 
tenure for the occupation of the land, the purpose of this report is to seek a 
direction from the Trust as to the preferred course of action in the short, 
medium and long term.  
 
While the Trust previously declined to grant a licence to Danepond Pty Ltd, 
Council on behalf of the Trust has since prepared a plan to embellish the 
reserve and address environmental issues.  This plan is not dependent on the 
use of the land currently the subject of the encroachment.   
 
It is also important to consider that the requirement to relocate the 
encroachment back into the property boundary of the caravan park will likely 
result in difficulty for the caravan park in meeting various legislative 
requirements regarding the layout of the caravan park, and the distance 
between roads and other caravans.   
 
In the circumstances Council staff, on behalf of the Reserve Trust, have had 
preliminary discussions with the solicitors for Discovery Parks regarding the 
terms, conditions and costs related to issuing a new licence.   
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To assist in these discussions, a valuation was obtained to provide guidance 
to the Trust in assessing a fair market rental.  Staff also requested a valuation 
for a sale of the encroachment area for further consideration by the Trust.  A 
copy of this valuation is Attachment 1 to this report.   
 
Key Issues 

• Appropriate management of Crown Assets 
• Lawful use and occupation of public land 
• Disposal of public land 
• Implementation of the master plan. 
 
Information 

As the Reserve Trust Manager, Council is obligated to ensure lawful use and 
occupation of the Reserve.  The presence of an encroachment without lawful 
tenure leaves the Trust and Council exposed to risk. 
 
If the Trust is not inclined to allow the encroachment to remain, enforcement 
and compliance action may be required to remedy the encroachment.  
Council’s obligations under the new Crown Lands Act will still require Council 
to address the issue of encroachment, but this can be considered in 
accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1993 which 
will allow other options and may not require the consent or involvement of the 
Minister for Crown Lands, depending on which resolution Council adopts.  
 
Given that the recent embellishment works have been prepared without 
needing the additional land the subject of the encroachment area, there is no 
pressing need for the encroachment to be removed.   
 
Should the Reserve Trust be willing to allow the status quo to continue, a 
licence can be prepared and offered to Discovery Parks in the short term, 
while further consideration is given to the preferred longer term approach to 
the matter.   
 
Once the new Act has commenced, a possible outcome could be that Council 
may end up owning the land in freehold title, or at least being able to manage 
the land in accordance with the Local Government Act, which would 
streamline further options for that land.  Such options may include removal of 
the encroachment, long term leasing of the land, or sale of that part of the 
land that is occupied by the holiday park.  
 
Legal / Resource / Financial Implications 

Council as Reserve Trust Manager is obliged to ensure current tenure for the 
occupation of Crown Land.  Any period of occupation of Crown Land without 
lawful tenure can expose the Trust and Council to risk.   
 
Any decision of the Trust is able to be implemented within existing resources.  
However should the Trust require the removal of the encroachment, there may 
be financial impacts on Council in enforcing that decision.  
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Long term leasing or disposal of the encroachment area may result in cash 
flow to Council, however, significant staff resources will be required and 
expenditure for valuations, surveys and registration of subdivision for leasing 
or sale will be required. 
 
Danepond Pty Ltd has been paying a commercial return directly to Crown 
Lands for their annual licence costs.  Council on behalf of the Trust did not 
receive any of this income.   
 
Should the Trust resolve to lease or licence or dispose of the encroachment 
area, Council on behalf of the Trust will receive the licence income, which 
could be used to offset the environmental works and ongoing management of 
the reserve.   
 
Consultation 

To date, informal consultation has occurred between Council staff, 
Department of Industry staff and legal representatives for the caravan park.   
 
Depending on the Trust’s resolution, public advertising and formal 
consultation may be required.   
 
Options 

1. Decline to grant tenure to Discovery Parks and commence formal process 
to remove the encroachment. 
 

2. Grant a temporary licence to Discovery Parks in accordance with s108 
and 109 of the current Crown Lands Act 1989, until the commencement of 
the new Crown Land Management Act 2016, while negotiations and 
consideration of longer term options is undertaken in accordance with the 
new Act. 

 
3. Offer a long term lease to Discovery Parks. 

 
4. Commence negotiations for a sale of the encroachment area to Discovery 

Parks.   
 
Given the various issues related with each option, a combination of these 
options is recommended.  That is, it is suggested that the Trust initially grant a 
temporary licence to enable the use of the land by Discovery Parks whilst 
alternatives are examined further.  Such alternatives include sale of the land, 
a long term lease arrangement and Discovery Parks vacating the Trust land. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. That the Trust offer a temporary licence to Discovery Parks for a period of 
12 months at a commercial return in accordance with the attached 
valuation. 
 

2. That the Trust commences formal negotiations with Discovery Parks to 
determine an approach to the occupation of the land following the expiry 
of the licence granted under point one. 

 
3. That the outcomes of the negotiations undertaken under point two be 

reported to the Trust. 
 
4. That the seal of Council, as Reserve Trust Manager, is authorised to be 

affixed to any document required to give effect to this resolution including 
entering into tenure, subdivision or leasehold plans, development 
applications, contracts, orders or any other agreement.  

 
 

Attachment(s) 

1. Valuation Report  
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